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LemonadeLXP Selected to Demo at Finovate
Ottawa, ON April 2022

LemonadeLXP, the digital growth platform for financial institutions and fintechs has been

selected to demo at Finovate Spring in San Francisco.  Finovate features demos and

presentations on the latest innovations in financial technology.

John Findlay, CEO of LemonadeLXP, will be presenting the LemonadeLXP platform which

helps financial institutions and fintech grow their digital banking business by turning frontline

staff into digital experts and supporting customers as they switch to digital banking.

“Since digital customer experience is a high priority for financial institutions right now, we’re

pleased to offer LemonadeLXP a spot on the Finovate stage.”, said Greg Palmer, VP of Finovate.

"We strive to curate relevant, innovative fintech that can make an impact for financial

institutions and LemonadeLXP’s digital growth platform, which turns customers and frontline

staff into digital experts, fits the bill.”  

“We’re really excited to be returning to Finovate”, says LemonadeLXP CEO, John Findlay. “In

2019 we won Best of Show at Finovate Europe and since then we’ve added some incredible

features to the LemonadeLXP platform. Our new Digital Academy feature lets clients instantly

create a branded, searchable digital banking support hub with technology walkthroughs to

assist both customers and staff in the flow or work.  We’ve also added AI authoring to our

learning experience platform which allows clients to author engaging game-based learning in

seconds.”

About LemonadeLXP

LemonadeLXP is a digital growth platform that helps FIs and fintechs foster customer

confidence with digital banking, create digitally fluent staff, grow their digital banking business.

To drive digital growth, LemonadeLXP has both internal and customer facing tools; a digital

adoption platform (Digital Academy) that supports staff and customers in the flow of work, and

a learning experience platform that turns staff into digital experts.

For more information, visit www.lemonadelxp.com or contact us at hello@lemonadelxp.com.
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ABOUT LEMONADELXP

LemonadeLXP is an award-winning learning experience and digital adoption platform.

The learning experience platform transforms corporate training into addictive game-based microlearning. Unlike
gamification platforms that slap game tactics onto existing training content, LemonadeLXP morphs the entire
learning experience into games, so employees learn through play. Using a unique combination of serious
games, technology walkthroughs, role-play scenarios, and powerful analytics, LemonadeLXP offers a refreshing
approach to corporate training that upskills remote and on-site employees faster.

The digital adoption platform helps staff and customers learn to use any new tech your company is rolling out.
Digital Academy allows you to quickly author a branded, searchable, WCAG AA-compliant online hub with
technology walkthroughs, app simulations, and videos — no developers needed.

For more information, contact hello@lemonadelxp.com.
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